Effect of different optic nerve lesions on retinal ganglion cell death in the frog Rana pipiens.
Following optic nerve crush in various species of frog, a proportion of the retinal ganglion cells re-establishes functional contact with the optic tectum. However, as much as 50% of the retinal ganglion cells die during this process. The determinants of an individual ganglion cell's fate have not been established. In this study of Rana pipiens, cell survival after optic nerve crush was compared with that after nerve cut followed by stump separation, a procedure that considerably delayed entry of optic axons to the brain. It was also ascertained, in the case of delayed ingrowth, whether application of nerve growth factor immediately after lesion influenced the cell death process. This study confirmed that retinal ganglion cell death is a relatively late event in regeneration, because in several animals where anterograde HRP labeling demonstrated regenerating axons within the tectum, no cell death had occurred. There was no statistically significant difference in cell death at 75 days after lesion between animals receiving nerve crush and those receiving nerve cut with stump separation, even though most crush animals had regenerated a complete visual projection, whereas most nerve cut animals had not. The application of NGF did not influence the level of cell death at 75 days after lesion. These results suggest that contact of optic axons with the optic tract or tectum is not necessary for retinal ganglion cell death to occur. However, this does not necessarily mean that contact with the brain is not involved with cell death during regeneration following nerve crush because it is possible that the mechanisms of cell death are different when axons are prevented from regenerating. Further investigations are therefore required to establish the reasons for this cell death.